
Death Benefits  
Flow chart

Lump sum paid 
within 2 years  

is tax free.
LTA test on 

the lump sum 
only where it 

originates from 
uncrystallised 

funds.

Lump sum payments can be paid to someone other than an individual. The tax treatment of these  
payments will be the same regardless of the age of the deceased.

•  If paid to a trust the payment will be taxed at 45%. however on subsequent payment to a beneficiary it 
may be possible to claim back some tax depending on the beneficiaries marginal rate of tax.

•  Payment to a clients estate will be subject to 45% tax and have no reclaim option

•  Payment to charity that meets the conditions of being a charity lump sum death benefit will be free of tax

•  Payment to a charity that does not meet the conditions of being a charity lump sum death benefit will be 
subject to 45% tax

Lump sum paid 
after 2 years 
regardless 
of whether 

crystallised or 
uncrystallised 
is subject to 
income tax.

No test against 
the LTA.

Flexi-access 
account or 

annuity*** set up 
within 2 years is 

paid tax free.  
LTA test only if it 
originates from
uncrystallised

funds.

Flexi-access 
account or 
annuity*** 

set up after 
2 years that 

originates from 
uncrystallised 

funds is subject 
to income tax.
No test against 

the LTA.

Flexi-access 
account or 

annuity*** that
originates from 

crystallised 
funds is paid 

tax free. No test 
against the LTA. 
No 2 year rule.

It is important to note that if the deceased member’s remaining fund was tested against the lta whilst alive, it won’t be tested after death.  
any pension wealth a person inherits won’t count towards their own lta.

     * A nominee is anyone nominated by the member, or nominated by the scheme administrator (but a nomination by the scheme administrator cannot overrule a nomination made 
by the member or take precedence over a dependant if one exists).

   ** A successor is a person nominated by the dependant or nominee to receive flexi access drawdown. When the successor dies their remaining drawdown fund can be passed onto 
another successor that they choose. Where no nomination was made by the time the beneficiary died, a scheme administrator may nominate a successor.

  ***  Annuity where the member died on or after 3rd December 2014.

Death under 75 Death over 75

Lump sum 
is subject to 
income tax.  

No test against 
the LTA.

Flexi-access 
account or 
annuity is 
subject to 

income tax.  
No test against 

the LTA.

Death of memBer/DepenDant/nominee*/successor**



•  Dependant, including spouse/ civil 
partner, child under 23, dependent on the 
member because of physical or mental 
impairment, financial dependant

•  any other beneficiary nominated by the 
member

•  any other beneficiary chosen at the 
discretion of the scheme administrator.

•  Dependant, including spouse/civil 
partner, child under 23**, dependent on 
the member because of physical or mental 
impairment, financial dependant

•  anyone nominated by the member on their 
expression of wish 

•  If a member does not make a nomination, 
the scheme administrator cannot use 
their discretion to provide for an annuity 
to anyone other than a ‘dependant’ if a 
dependant exists. If no dependant exists 
the scheme administrator can use their 
discretion to nominate anyone

•  the scheme administrator cannot use their 
discretion to provide for an annuity to 
anyone else if there is a nomination on file 
or a dependant exists.

•  Dependant, including spouse/civil 
partner, child under 23**, dependent on 
the member because of physical or mental 
impairment, financial dependant

•  anyone nominated by the member on their 
expression of wish 

•  If a member does not make a nomination, 
the scheme administrator cannot use 
their discretion to provide flexi access to 
anyone other than a “dependant” if a 
dependant exists. If no dependant exists 
the scheme administrator can use their 
discretion to nominate anyone

•  the scheme administrator cannot use their 
discretion to give flexi access to anyone 
else if there is a nomination on file or a 
dependant exists.

Lump sum flexi-access 
Drawdownannuity

* ** Death benefits payable from uncrystallised fund or a drawdown fund that came into payment after 2006.

**   A child under age 23 and classed as a dependent when starting to take benefits can continue to receive the annuity and/ 
or flexi-access drawdown after they cease to be a dependent.

Who can receive Benefits on memBer’s Death?*
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